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The Cross-Channel 
Marketing World in 2024

Welcome to 2024, a year that marks a pivotal transformation 
in digital marketing. Today’s customers navigate a myriad of 
channels, devices, and experiences, making a siloed approach to 
marketing obsolete. Their brand discovery and decision-making 
processes are interwoven across this diverse digital tapestry, 
necessitating a holistic and integrated marketing strategy.

Central to this year’s marketing revolution is the rise of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). No longer a supplementary tool, AI has become a 
fundamental component in the marketing world, revolutionizing 
areas from content creation to social media engagement, bid 
management, and personalization. Brands adept at integrating AI 
across their strategies will lead the pack, gaining unprecedented 
competitive advantages.

In this eBook, we explore the seamless integration of diverse 
marketing channels such as search engines, social media, email, 
and SMS, and how they collectively craft narratives that resonate 
with today’s consumers. We delve into the evolving landscapes 
of platforms like Amazon and Meta (Facebook/Instagram), the 
burgeoning influence of TikTok, and the vital roles of marketing 
automation, email, and SMS.

Our aim is to provide you with a roadmap to transform your 
online audience into a community of loyal customers and brand 
advocates. We will guide you through the intricacies of these 
channels, demonstrating how to harness them in concert to build 
a powerful and cohesive digital presence.

At National Positions, our commitment is to empower you with 
the insights and tools necessary to excel in this cross-channel 
world. Let’s embark together on this journey of transformation 
and shape the future of digital marketing.

Bernard May CEO | National Positions
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01

Amazon 
Marketing 
Trends

Amazon—a platform that often elicits mixed feelings among 
marketers, brands, and businesses. On one hand, there’s the appeal 
of its vast sales volume potential, but on the other, the challenge of 
its often slim profit margins. 

Yet, when navigated strategically, Amazon can propel brands to 
impressive heights. It operates by its own unique set of rules, 
and understanding these is key to success. So let’s delve into the 
changes and trends we’re seeing as we head into 2024, and how you 
can make the most of them in your Amazon marketing strategy.
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60% of online shoppers use 
mobile devices when making 

their purchases, emphasizing the 
importance of optimizing Amazon 

listings for mobile users.

With 12.5% being the average 
conversion rate on Amazon, its 

impact cannot be ignored. 

Over 375 million items were 
sold on Amazon’s Prime Day 

alone in 2023!

Mobile 
Shopping

Amazon 
Conversion

Prime Day 
Dominance

375
Million12.5% 60%
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03
AI-Powered UGC Tool in Beta 
Amazon is testing AI tools to help create user-generated 
content. This could make it easier for all businesses, big 
and small, to make engaging marketing content.

04
Synergy of Voice and Mobile Shopping
Amazon is focusing on voice search and mobile 
shopping. Advertisers should optimize their listings 
for these platforms to reach more customers.

05
Amazon Platform Saturation
With more products on Amazon, it’s getting crowded. 
Advertisers need to find unique ways to make their 
brands stand out.

01
Amazon Q—AI Chatbot for Sellers
This tool uses AI to help sellers make better decisions 
and understand customers. Advertisers can use it to 
get quick insights and improve their sales strategies.

02
Diversification of Amazon Advertising
Amazon now offers more creative ad options like 
Sponsored TV. This allows advertisers to reach people 
in new ways, especially as they change how they watch 
TV and videos.

Prime Amazon 
Trends in 2024
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06
Featuring Sustainability and Ethical Practices
Amazon is highlighting sustainable and ethical products 
more. Advertisers with such products can appeal to 
consumers who prefer responsible brands.

07
Evolution of Influencer Marketing on Amazon
Amazon is integrating influencer marketing. This means 
advertisers can use influencers to increase product 
visibility and trust.

09
More Personalized Customer Experiences
Amazon is moving towards personalizing shopping 
experiences. Advertisers should focus on 
personalization to connect better with customers.

08
Integration of AR and VR
Amazon is using AR and VR for showing products. This can 
enhance the shopping experience, and advertisers should 
consider how to use these technologies for their products.

10
Evolution in Review Impact
Amazon is changing how reviews affect listings. 
Advertisers should pay attention to customer feedback 
and use it to improve their products and listings.
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AI Applications 
for Amazon

Cleaning Up Product Images 
Use AI platforms like Runway to clean up product 
images and even convert them into lifestyle images 
for variety. Use their “background remix” tool to easily 
clean up backgrounds or the “erase and replace” tool 
to easily paint out your background and replace them 
with whatever you wish.

https://runwayml.com/
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Improving Product “Features”
Those high-impact product bullets listing all the 
fantastic features of your product can always 
be taken up a notch. Use ChatGPT to improve 
what you have by pasting in your featured bullets 
and ask AI how to improve and streamline your 
features for Amazon shoppers.

Before

After

http://openai.com/
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Sayn Beauty

Sayn Beauty approached National Positions to manage 
a diverse product portfolio for 40 distinct brands, 
necessitating a nuanced approach for each product. The 
beauty industry is highly competitive, with numerous brands 
vying for attention. Standing out and reaching the target 
audience in such a crowded space required meticulous 
planning and execution within the Amazon marketplace to 
maximize sales and overall campaign effectiveness.

Amazon Case Study
Sales Growth

(Eir NYC)

520%

Lower Total Ad Cost
of Sale (TACoS)

55%

ROAS Increase
(A La Maison)

600%
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02

Social Media 
Marketing Trends

Think back to the days when social media was brushed off as just a passing 
trend. Fast forward to today, and it’s clear how profoundly it has reshaped 
networking, marketing, and customer engagement. Social media has 
evolved from a novelty to a crucial asset for brands globally. However, 
like SEO, Google Ads, and Amazon, the landscape of social media is in a 
constant state of flux. 

Staying ahead means keeping our finger on the pulse of where attention 
is shifting and seizing opportunities as they arise. Let’s dive into the 
significant trends and shifts that are shaping the social media world today.
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Social commerce in the U.S. 
is projected to reach $107.17 

billion by 2025. 

2 hours and 30 minutes is the 
average daily usage of social 

media users.  

Nearly 47% of social media 
marketers stated that their 
brand sells directly within 

social media apps.

Social Commerce 
Growth

Increased Social 
Media Usage

Social Media as a 
Sales Channel

$107
Billion

2.5
Hours 47%
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03
LinkedIn’s Broader Appeal
LinkedIn is evolving to appeal to a wider audience, 
including younger users. This presents ecommerce 
brands with the chance to reach a diverse audience 
for both B2B and B2C marketing, using a platform 
traditionally seen as purely professional.

04
Augmented Reality in Social Media
Augmented Reality (AR) is making a big splash in 
social media. Ecommerce brands can leverage AR for 
innovative advertising and product demonstrations, 
offering customers an immersive experience that 
could drive higher engagement and sales.

01
TikTok’s Growing Influence
TikTok is rapidly becoming a key player in digital 
marketing, driving significant traffic at the start of the 
customer journey. For ecommerce advertisers, this 
means TikTok is a valuable platform for reaching new 
audiences and ultimately driving sales through increased 
brand awareness.

02
Video Content Takes Center Stage
More brands are using longer video content on platforms 
like Instagram and TikTok to tell engaging stories. For 
ecommerce, this means an opportunity to showcase 
products more vividly and emotionally, leading to better 
customer engagement and potentially higher sales.

Social Media 
Trends for 2024
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06
Value of Shares Over Likes
As shares become a key metric of engagement, 
ecommerce advertisers should focus on creating 
shareable content. This approach can lead to broader 
organic reach and increased brand visibility, ultimately 
driving more traffic and sales.

07
Social Media as Information Sources
Social media platforms are increasingly used for 
product discovery and research. Ecommerce brands 
can benefit from this trend by being active where 
their customers are, using these platforms for 
marketing and direct sales.

09
Rise of YouTube Shorts
The popularity of YouTube Shorts demonstrates 
the appeal of short-form video content. Ecommerce 
advertisers can use this format for quick, impactful 
product showcases, capitalizing on the trend to 
increase brand awareness and attract new customers.

08
AI in Social Media Management
The integration of AI in managing social media can make 
campaigns more efficient and data-driven. For ecommerce, 
this means more targeted advertising, better customer 
insights, and improved ROI on social media spend.

05
Shift Towards Private Interactions
Social media is seeing a trend towards private spaces 
like DMs for deeper, more meaningful interactions. 
Ecommerce brands can use these spaces for 
personalized communication, building stronger 
relationships and loyalty with customers.
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AI Tips for 
Social Media

Creating Content in Bulk 
You can supplement the creation of your social media 
content using ChatGPT in a few clicks using existing content 
you already have. For example, you can take a blog that 
you have written and ask ChatGPT to “Use this blog article 
as a reference to create a week’s worth of social media 
posts for Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. I will need one 
post per day for each platform.” If you want to get more 
creative, ask ChatGPT to include emojis.

https://chat.openai.com/
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Creating “Shorts” with Captions
Sub-one-minute videos that are gaining traction on 
TikTok, Instagram Reels, and YouTube Shorts don’t 
have to be hard to create. Using Descript you can 
upload your videos and easily edit them down by 
simply deleting the transcript text you don’t want, then 
use the “add captions” feature to overlay text on your 
video. You now have short-form video to distribute 
across your social media profiles. Even when using 
video, there are ways to work smarter—not harder. 

https://www.descript.com/
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Brixton

Brixton knew that to step up its game and make a wider 
impact it had to test new strategies and embrace uncharted 
marketing waters. It wasn’t just about attracting new 
customers—they wanted to refresh their entire marketing 
strategy. With a laser focus on maximizing customer LTV, our 
team harnessed the full potential of omnichannel marketing 
strategies, including Google PPC, social media, marketing 
automation, and beyond. The results speak for themselves!

Social Media Case Study
Social Media ROAS

(On Top Ad Creatives)

2500%

Growth in Social
Commerce Revenue

450%

Google Performance Max 
Return On Ad Spend

870%
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03

Meta (Facebook/
Instagram) 
Marketing Trends

From the growing dominance of AI and video content on Facebook 
to the innovative use of augmented reality, the way we approach 
social media marketing is undergoing a significant transformation. 

We saw numerous changes in 2023, and 2024 is poised to follow 
this trend. From the strategic use of first-party data in advertising 
to the ethical considerations surrounding AI advancements, there is 
a lot coming. Understanding these trends will be crucial for brands 
looking to stay ahead in the ever-competitive and fast-changing 
world of Meta. Let’s explore what 2024 has in store.
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There are 3 million businesses actively 
advertising, with 75% using Facebook 
Messenger for audience engagement.

98% of Facebook users access the 
platform via mobile, with 81% using 

only a mobile phone.

78% of U.S. consumers 
discover new products for 
purchasing via Facebook 

and Instagram.

Facebook for 
Business

Facebook Dominates 
on Mobile

Facebook for 
Discovery

3
Million98% 78%

https://www.webfx.com/blog/social-media/facebook-statistics/#:~:text=44.%20%E3%80%9040%E2%80%A098,computer%20to%20access%20the%20platform
https://www.webfx.com/blog/social-media/facebook-statistics/#:~:text=44.%20%E3%80%9040%E2%80%A098,computer%20to%20access%20the%20platform
https://www.webfx.com/blog/social-media/facebook-statistics/#:~:text=44.%20%E3%80%9040%E2%80%A098,computer%20to%20access%20the%20platform
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Meta/Facebook 
Marketing 
Trends for 2024

03
AR Glasses and Passthrough Technology
Meta’s investment in AR technologies suggests a future 
where shopping experiences become more immersive. 
Ecommerce advertisers can use AR to offer virtual 
try-ons or product previews, potentially increasing 
engagement and reducing purchase hesitation.

04
Enhanced Messaging Tools for Business
The advancement in messaging tools with AI 
capabilities on platforms like WhatsApp shows 
Meta’s focus on enhancing business communication. 
Ecommerce brands can leverage these tools for more 
personalized customer service and support.

05
Dominance of Instagram Reels
Instagram’s preference for Reels content signifies 
the importance of short, engaging video formats. 
Ecommerce advertisers should consider using Reels 
for creative product showcases and storytelling to 
capture audience attention.

01
AI and Video Integration on Facebook
Facebook is focusing on using AI to make video 
content, like Reels, more dynamic and personalized. For 
ecommerce advertisers, this means opportunities to 
create more engaging and tailored video ads that can 
resonate better with their target audience.

02
Celebrity-Influenced AI Chatbots
Meta is experimenting with celebrity-influenced AI 
chatbots for enhanced user interaction. This could offer 
ecommerce brands novel ways to engage customers with 
a blend of entertainment and utility, enhancing customer 
experience and brand affinity.
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06
Shift to Longer Form Content
The trend towards longer content formats on 
Instagram, like extended stories and Reels, offers 
ecommerce advertisers more room to convey 
detailed product information and storytelling, 
enhancing customer engagement.

07
Rise in Social Commerce
The growth of social commerce on platforms like 
Instagram indicates a shift towards social media as a 
direct sales channel. Ecommerce brands can capitalize 
on this by integrating their product catalogs with 
social platforms for direct customer purchases.

09
Concerns Around Black Hat AI Ads
The rise of unethical AI ad practices is a cautionary 
trend. Ecommerce brands should focus on ethical AI use 
in advertising to maintain customer trust and adhere to 
advertising standards.

08
Evolution of User-Generated Content
The shift towards informational content emphasizes 
authenticity and value in content marketing. 
Ecommerce advertisers can use this trend to create 
more genuine and informative content that resonates 
with their audience.

10
First-Party Data for Advertising
The increasing use of first-party data in Meta’s advertising 
underscores a move towards more personalized, data-
driven advertising strategies. Ecommerce brands can use 
this trend to target ads more effectively and measure 
their impact more accurately.
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AI Tips 
for Meta

Customer Journeys with AdBeacon 
AdBeacon lets us (and you) see where customers are
encountering our ads throughout the buyer journey.
In the AdBeacon optimization dashboard, click on “view
orders” for any of your campaigns. You can look at full
customer journeys and know exactly how your Meta
ads are driving attention to other marketing channels
and where they are converting!
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Use Adobe Firefly for Ad Creatives
Whether you have limited creative assets to work with or 
just need to create variations to test, Adobe Firefly can 
help you out. For example, let’s say you wanted to create 
some different images for different seasonal campaigns. 
You can upload your images, “paint” out different areas 
and replace them with seasonal elements. You can 
also just select the “background” option and place your 
subject in different environments. The best part? This is 
simple to do and Adobe Firefly is free to use. 
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Terra Flame

Having already found ecommerce success, Terra Flame 
knew it was time to expand their campaigns into new digital 
territories to connect with a wider audience. Beyond their 
website and Google Ads, there were incredible opportunities 
on Amazon and social media they’d yet to ignite.

Our experts went to work to develop, implement, and 
optimize a strategy that would expand TerraFlame’s reach 
(and revenues).

Meta Case Study Social Media
Ads ROAS

760%

Amazon Campaign
ROAS

500%

Social Revenue
Growth

185%
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04

Marketing 
Automation, Email, 
and SMS Trends

Marketing Automation, Email, and SMS—this powerful trifecta is 
set to play a crucial role in nurturing, converting, and retaining 
customers throughout 2024. Marketing automation stands out not 
only as a cost-effective strategy but also as a consistent revenue 
driver, essential for maximizing customer lifetime value (LTV).

But that’s just the start. It also offers every business the chance 
to personalize and strengthen connections with their customers 
on a large scale. Let’s dive into how marketing automation can 
streamline customer journeys and keep your profits growing!
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45% of marketers prefer SMS 
marketing because it provides 

good customer engagement and 
facilitates rapid communication and 

valuable information exchange.

52% of marketers say that they 
like SMS marketing because 

they can reach a large mobile 
audience faster.

60% of consumers prefer to 
receive promotional content 
through emails. Who knew?!

Valuable 
Communications

Reaching 
Mobile Users

Reaching the 
Right Customers

52% 60%45%

https://www.mailmodo.com/guides/sms-vs-email-statistics/
https://www.mailmodo.com/guides/sms-vs-email-statistics/
https://www.mailmodo.com/guides/sms-vs-email-statistics/
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02
Emphasis on Privacy and Compliance
As privacy concerns rise, marketing automation is 
shifting towards more transparent data handling. This 
trend is crucial for ecommerce brands to maintain 
consumer trust while effectively reaching their audience.

03
Sophisticated Predictive Analytics and 
Lead Scoring
Enhanced predictive analytics are providing more 
accurate insights into customer behavior. Ecommerce 
brands can use this for precise targeting and 
improved campaign ROI.

04
Omnichannel Marketing Strategies
The integration of omnichannel strategies in marketing 
automation allows ecommerce sellers to offer a 
consistent and personalized experience across different 
platforms, improving customer loyalty and engagement.

01
Advanced Personalization Through AI
AI is transforming customer interactions with advanced 
personalization. Ecommerce businesses can leverage 
this for highly customized marketing, enhancing 
customer experience and increasing engagement.

Marketing 
Automation 
Trends for 2024
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05
Customer Retention and LTV Focus
Marketing automation now emphasizes long-term 
customer retention, recognizing its value in business 
growth. Ecommerce brands can use this trend to develop 
strategies that boost customer loyalty and lifetime value.

06
Enhanced Segmentation Capabilities
Improved segmentation using AI and analytics enables 
more targeted marketing. Ecommerce brands can utilize 
this to cater to specific customer needs and preferences, 
enhancing the effectiveness of their campaigns.

07
Rapid A/B Testing
The ability to conduct rapid A/B testing allows 
ecommerce sellers to swiftly adapt strategies 
based on market feedback, ensuring relevance and 
effectiveness in their marketing efforts.

08
Email vs. SMS Frequency in 
Cross-Channel Marketing
Balancing email and SMS marketing reflects a flexible 
approach to reach customers on their preferred platforms. 
Ecommerce businesses can leverage this for maximized 
engagement and a better customer response rate.
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AI Tips for 
Marketing 
Automation

Personalized Email Message Scripts 
AI can be a powerful tool for creating personalized email options 
for your campaigns with some simple prompting via ChatGPT. For 
example, if you wanted to send a series of personalized follow-
up-emails for a specific product, you could ask ChatGPT, “Write 
three follow-up-emails for customers interested in this product 
(add product description or URL link), please make sure the 
messaging is personalized.” 
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Shorter or Longer Variations for Testing
There is a fine line between saying too much or not enough 
in your email sequences. With AI you can create longer or 
shorter variations of your email messaging so you can test 
and find the sweet spot. All you need to do is take your 
existing messaging, put it into ChatGPT, and prompt the AI 
to “Make it longer” or “Make it shorter.” This will give you 
more ideas to test and see what is working. 
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ITAMCAP

The initial challenge for ITAMCAP stemmed from attaining 
the proper information in order to accurately screen their 
candidates against citizenship requirements. This information 
would allow for simpler automating of processes, enabling the 
team to quickly and effectively filter applicants. The process 
can be stressful and ITAMCAP wanted a streamlined solution 
for assisting more applicants in less time.

Marketing Automation Case Study
Increased Social

Website Traffic (IG)

390%

Greater
Conversion

600%

Greater Email
Traffic Sessions

4000%
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05

Search Engine 
Optimization

National Positions was built on SEO 20 years ago, so this strategy is close 
to our hearts. As we step into 2024, the SEO game is changing in some 
really exciting ways, and it’s crucial for businesses to keep up. From how 
AI is shaking things up in search to the surge in multimedia content, we’re 
covering what matters most. These trends aren’t just buzzwords; they’re 
key evolving aspects of SEO that will help your business get noticed 
online—faster.
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45% of all desktop search clicks were 
attributed to organic clicks—indicating 
that when it comes to consumer trust, 

organic is hard to beat. 

Google commands nearly 94% of all 
mobile search traffic and 64% of all 

searches start on mobile devices.

65% of all search traffic 
went to ecommerce searches 
and 32% of these clicks came 
from organic search efforts. 

Organic Trust 
on Desktops

Focusing on 
Mobile

SEO for 
Ecommerce

94% 45% 65%

https://www.forbes.com/advisor/business/software/seo-statistics/
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/business/software/seo-statistics/
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/business/software/seo-statistics/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/820293/online-traffic-source-and-medium-e-commerce-sessions/#:~:text=During%20the%20measured%20period%2C%20search,were%20generated%20through%20paid%20search.
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03
New Core Web Vitals Metrics
The emphasis on the Interaction to Next Paint (INP) 
metric stresses the importance of a responsive website 
for a better user experience, it’s crucial for ecommerce 
brands to keep visitors engaged on their sites.

04
AI in Content Creation
The increasing use of AI in content creation suggests 
a need for balance, combining AI’s efficiency with the 
uniqueness of human touch, which can be critical 
for ecommerce content strategies as the need to 
produce content faster rises.

05
High-Quality, Relevant Content
Google’s focus on high-quality content means 
ecommerce sites must provide valuable, informative 
content to rank well and attract potential customers. 
This will continue to be vital ranking factors for Google 
search in the short and long term.

01
AI and Search Results
AI is revolutionizing search results on Google, making them 
more personalized. For ecommerce websites, this means 
an opportunity to target more effectively and appear in 
searches that are highly relevant to their audience.

02
Evolving SERP Appearance
As Google updates how its search results appear, 
ecommerce websites must adapt their content strategies 
to maintain or improve visibility, focusing on providing 
clear and valuable information.

Search Engine 
Optimization 
Trends for 2024
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06
Voice and Mobile Search Optimization
With the rise in voice and mobile searches, ecommerce 
sites need to optimize their content for these formats, 
ensuring they cater to customers’ searching habits on the 
go. The majority of ecommerce search starts on mobile 
devices—make sure the experience is flawless. 

07
“Zero-Position” Search
The increasing importance of zero-click searches in 
SERPs indicates that ecommerce sites should focus on 
creating content that directly answers queries to capture 
immediate visibility. Providing great informational content 
has a great impact on getting customers into your funnel.

09
Video SEO
The growing role of video in SEO strategies reflects a 
need for ecommerce brands to optimize video content 
for better search visibility, catering to the increasing 
consumer preference for video content. Remember, 
Google serves up videos in search—not just websites. 

08
Being a Topical Authority
Establishing authority on specific topics is becoming 
more important. Ecommerce sites should focus 
on developing in-depth, interconnected content to 
demonstrate expertise and gain trust. Building trust 
via blogs, whitepapers, and social proof is going to be 
more valuable than listing endless features. 

10
Evolving Search Engine Ranking Factors
The shift in ranking factors towards more user-
focused criteria emphasizes the need for ecommerce 
brands to focus on content quality and relevance 
to improve their SEO performance. Go deeper than 
just listing products and features, make your content 
contextually rich for customers—and Google. 

11
Refreshing Existing Content
Regularly updating content is vital for staying 
relevant in search rankings, an important strategy 
for ecommerce sites to keep up with the fast-paced 
changes in their industry and consumer interests. 
Outdated information, data, or social proof can send 
prospects running—consider updating high-value 
content every 3-6 months. 
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AI Tips for SEO

Find Competitors Page Breakdowns 
You can get strategic with AI beyond simply creating 
content. SEO is also about making sure the structure 
of your site is the best it can be—so why not check out 
the competition? Sometimes ChatGPT can’t directly 
access a website URL (due to privacy), but it can usually 
understand the general industry and audience and 
provide suggestions that you can apply to your website. 
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SEO for Voice Search Ideas
ChatGPT can give you ideas for structuring your page, 
product, and website content for capturing voice search 
terms and even implementing them if you wish. For 
example, using this prompt with your product URL link 
will give you some ideas for implementation. “I want 
to optimize my product page content to capture those 
customers that are searching with voice search - please 
give me some ideas of voice search terms that I could 
include on this page (paste your URL here).”
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Enclosure Guy

As a long-term client of National Positions, Enclosure Guy 
knew their strategy would need an upgrade.

As buyer behavior shifted, the team at National Positions 
was determined to amplify Enclosure Guy’s success through 
conversion rate optimization (CRO).

By adding fuel with an omnichannel approach, including SEO, 
Google Ads, content creation, marketing automation, and 
improved UX, Enclosure Guy was able to scale its success!

SEO Case Study More Organic
Conversions

300%

More Organic 
Web Traffic

120%

More PPC
Conversions

140%
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06

Pay Per Click 
(PPC) Marketing

The Google PPC landscape is evolving rapidly, demanding new strategies 
and insights. This section focuses on the key trends reshaping Google 
PPC, from the integration of AI and machine learning to adapting to CPC 
inflation and leveraging first-party data. 

We’ll explore how these changes necessitate a shift toward more 
sophisticated, data-driven approaches, emphasizing the importance 
of strategic adaptability and deep customer understanding in the 
competitive realm of PPC advertising. 
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Over 70% of businesses running PPC 
ads haven’t looked at their campaigns 

in over a month. This is the perfect 
way to burn up ad spend!

46% of customers searching can’t 
tell the difference between a PPC ad 
and an organic search link, but over 

75% think they can. 

$9k-$10k is the average 
monthly investment into PPC 

ads by small to medium-
sized advertisers. 

Burning PPC 
Investment

Can Customers Tell 
the Difference?

Have Realistic 
Budgets

$9k-
$10k70%46%

https://www.markinblog.com/largest-ecommerce-companies/
https://www.webfx.com/ppc/pricing/
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03
Increased Automation
There’s a trend towards more automation in PPC 
campaign management. Ecommerce advertisers might 
need to adapt to Google’s automated systems for more 
efficient ad operations as manual bidding is becoming 
a thing of the past.

04
Diverse Data Sources Integration
Google’s integration of a variety of data sources in 
Performance Max campaigns, including first-party 
data, can enhance audience targeting. This means 
more tailored and effective ad campaigns for
ecommerce as first-party data will always be more 
accurate than traditional third-party data.

05
Advanced Measurement and
Attribution Tools
As measurement and attribution tools improve, 
ecommerce advertisers can get a clearer ROI picture 
and better understand customer journeys, helping to 
refine their PPC strategies. Ecommerce businesses that 
can accurately see where success is coming from can 
minimize wasted ad spend and scale profits faster.

01
Personalization Segments Focus
The trend towards using AI and data insights for 
personalized ads is growing. For ecommerce brands, 
this means creating ads that resonate more with the 
individual user’s needs, wants, and product preferences, 
leading to better engagement and conversions.

02
AI and Machine Learning in PPC
Google’s use of AI and machine learning in Performance 
Max campaigns will optimize ad performance across all 
its platforms. Ecommerce advertisers can expect more 
targeted and effective campaigns as a result via leaning 
into Performance Max.

PPC Marketing 
Trends for 2024
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06
Privacy and Data Security Focus
With rising privacy concerns, Google’s Performance 
Max campaigns will continue adapting to ensure 
data security while still offering effective targeting, 
an important feature for ecommerce in maintaining 
customer trust. This is even more vital for ecommerce 
brands advertising internationally. 

07
Cross-Channel Optimization
The trend towards optimizing PPC campaigns across 
multiple Google platforms like YouTube, Search, and Display 
means a more cohesive and comprehensive advertising 
approach for ecommerce businesses. This lets ecommerce 
brands take advantage of all the different places online 
customers search and research products.

09
Evolving User Engagement Channels
Ecommerce brands need to adapt to changing user 
engagement trends, ensuring consistent messaging and 
product features across all campaigns and platforms for 
a unified brand presence. From discovery to conversion, 
the customer must recognize the ecommerce brand 
wherever they are in the buying process.

08
Emphasis on User Experience 
and Creative Excellence
The focus on better user experience and creative content 
in ads suggests that ecommerce advertisers need to create 
more engaging and high-quality ads to stand out, test, 
and scale as they nail down what is resonating with their 
customer base. 

10
Customer Equity (LTV) Knowledge
Understanding the Lifetime Value (LTV) of customers 
is becoming crucial. Ecommerce advertisers need to 
leverage first-party data for more accurate budget 
allocation and customer acquisition strategies. 
Knowing this helps ecommerce sellers grasp how 
much a new and returning customer is worth so they 
can budget accordingly. 
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AI Tips for PPC

Creating Product Ad Copy Options 
You can use AI to get the ball rolling on creating Google 
Ad copy ideas for your campaigns. If you are at a loss for 
ideas, jump into ChatGPT and combine this prompt with 
your product link URL. For this example we are using the 
same product from REI used in the SEO example. “Please 
give me 3 options for Google ad copy for this product - 
headlines and descriptions.” Once you have your ideas 
you can refine and improve from there. 
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Creating Geographical Ad Copy in Bulk
If you are running campaigns across different geographical 
regions, you don’t need to reinvent the wheel every time. 
Taking the previous example as a starting place, you 
could then ask ChatGPT, “Please give me variations of this 
messaging for different regions including Los Angeles, 
Austin, and Nashville.” If your core messaging is going to 
stay the same, using AI to create ad copy variations for 
your target region can be a huge time saver. 
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Sullen Clothing

Sullen Clothing’s journey was not without its hurdles. In a 
sea of competitors, they needed to stand out, captivate, and 
convert their online audience. The challenge was twofold: 
enhancing their digital visibility to capture more market 
share and converting this increased traffic into substantial 
revenue growth. National Positions was ready to deliver on 
the challenge.

PPC Case Study
More Organic

Site Conversions

40%

Improved Ad Click
Traffic (Google PPC)

135%

Higher Revenues
(Top Creatives)

3700%
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07

Conversion Rate 
Optimization (CRO)

As we step into 2024, Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO) has become an 
indispensable tool for businesses aiming to thrive across various digital 
channels. 

In this fast-paced digital era, CRO is not just about enhancing a website’s 
functionality; it’s about creating an engaging and seamless user experience 
that resonates with your audience—that inspires them to convert into 
paying customers. Let’s dive into how you can harness the power of CRO to 
transform your business’s digital presence in 2024.
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Video content has been shown to increase 
conversions by up to 86% on well-

designed landing pages—show (don’t just 
tell) if you have the opportunity. 

Want to increase 
conversions by over 

200%? Because that is what 
personalized landing pages 

have been shown to do!

Showcasing testimonials and 
reviews can boost conversions 

by nearly 35%. Social proof 
reduces conversion friction—fast.

Video Speak 
Louder

Keeping It 
Personal

Social Proof Is 
High Impact

200% 86% 35%

https://www.invespcro.com/blog/conversion-rate-statistics/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/conversion-rate-statistics/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/conversion-rate-statistics/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/conversion-rate-statistics/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/conversion-rate-statistics/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/conversion-rate-statistics/
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03
Chatbot Interactions
The evolution of chatbots is improving automated 
customer support. For ecommerce businesses, this 
means more effective communication with customers, 
potentially boosting sales (and repeat purchasing) 
through improved guidance and support.

04
Simplified UX/UI
The trend towards simplified and intuitive user 
interfaces caters to specific user needs. For 
ecommerce brands, this means creating more user-
friendly websites, which can lead to increased user 
satisfaction and higher conversion rates.

01
AI-Driven Personalization
Ecommerce sites are increasingly leveraging AI to 
tailor user experiences. This trend towards AI-driven 
personalization means websites can dynamically adapt to 
user preferences, leading to enhanced engagement and 
potentially higher conversion rates.

02
Mobile Optimization
With mobile internet usage continually rising, optimizing 
websites for mobile devices is becoming critical—especially 
for ecommerce businesses. This focus ensures a seamless 
shopping experience on smartphones, potentially reducing 
bounce rates and increasing conversions.

Conversion Rate 
Optimization 
Trends for 2024
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06
Data Privacy in Checkout Processes
Ecommerce websites are increasingly emphasizing data 
privacy, especially during the checkout process—and for 
good reason. This transparency can build customer trust 
and loyalty, leading to repeat purchases and improved 
conversion rates.

07
Micro-Conversions Focus
Paying attention to micro-conversions (like newsletter 
sign-ups) recognizes their role in the sales funnel. For 
ecommerce advertisers, optimizing for these smaller 
actions can lead to greater overall sales conversions 
over time. If getting to the final sale is full of friction, 
apply several smaller (micro) steps that can make the 
final purchase an easier decision. 

09
Experimentation and A/B Testing
Continuous testing and experimentation with website 
elements are essential for staying competitive. Ecommerce 
sites using this approach can refine their user experience, 
promotions, featured products, or calls to action, leading to 
better customer engagement and increased sales.

08
Highlighting Mission and Values
Showcasing a brand’s mission and values, such as 
sustainability, is becoming popular. For ecommerce brands, 
this can differentiate them in a crowded market and appeal 
to value, social, or environmentally conscious consumers, 
potentially boosting sales conversions.

05
Social Proof and UGC
Utilizing customer feedback and testimonials is gaining 
importance. For ecommerce businesses, leveraging social 
proof can significantly influence purchasing decisions and 
enhance trust, thereby increasing sales. Social proof is the 
digital version of asking your friend for a recommendation. 
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AI Tips 
for CRO

Finding Conversion Gaps with Your URL 
Conversion Rate Optimization is a powerful strategy that 
has a lot of moving parts—but knowing where to start is 
half the battle! This is another place ChatGPT can give you 
some ideas so you know where to focus your efforts. Jump 
into ChatGPT and try asking, “Can you please tell me what 
might be missing from my website from a CRO standpoint?” 
Add your URL to the end of this question to get a basic 
understanding of where you should start.
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Ideating Page Designs
with Midjourney
Your website look and feel have a major impact 
on conversion—however, communicating that 
design idea is easier said than done. Or is it? 
Midjourney is a powerful AI creative tool that 
can provide endless design ideas—even for 
websites or product pages. For example, using 
Midjourney to ask for “Ecommerce product 
page layouts for men’s hats” can produce all 
kinds of ideas to share with your team. Once 
you have an idea you like, you can share the 
concept with your CRO design team.
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CallonDoc

In such a challenging industry, CallonDoc needed to 
simultaneously break down the “challenging stigma” 
surrounding all things healthcare related and streamline the 
process to encourage adoption of their amazing service. This 
would need to be a multifaceted strategy that would drive 
traffic, expand CallonDoc to new audiences, inspire faster 
conversion, and maximize LTV at the same time.

CRO Case Study
Website

Conversions

2M+

More Google Ads
Conversions

+300%

Boost in Direct
Traffic Conversions

179%
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A Year of Opportunity 
in 2024

As we conclude our journey, we look back on a landscape 
of digital marketing that is constantly evolving, yet always 
promising. From the diverse and strategic world of Amazon 
marketing to the dynamic realms of social media, Meta, and 
beyond, this guide has navigated the complexities and potential 
of each platform.

In 2024, we stand at the cusp of a digital renaissance where AI, 
personalized experiences, and an intimate understanding of 
customer behavior shape every marketing strategy. The trends in 
marketing automation, email, SMS, SEO, PPC, and CRO discussed 
here are not just fleeting changes; they are the markers of a new 
era in digital marketing.

As brands and marketers, our challenge and opportunity lie in 
embracing these changes. Whether it’s leveraging AI for deeper 
insights on Amazon, harnessing the power of video and AR on 
social platforms, or optimizing every touchpoint through CRO, the 
key lies in agility and foresight.

In closing, The Growth Playbook: Your 2024 Channel Trend 
Guide for Digital Marketing Success is more than a guide; it’s 
a call to action. It’s an invitation to marketers, brands, and 
businesses to lead with creativity, data-driven strategies, and a 
deep commitment to customer experience. The future of digital 
marketing is bright, and it’s ours to shape and dominate.

Let’s take these insights, strategies, and trends and turn them 
into unparalleled success stories in the digital landscape of 2024 
and beyond.

Bernard May CEO | National Positions

Los Angeles Headquarters
31280 Oak Crest Dr Suite #1
Westlake Village, CA 91361

(818) 852-0600
bmay@nationalpositions.com
Book an appointment

www.NationalPositions.com

https://nationalpositions.com/contact-us/
www.NationalPositions.com

